Table Concept Training Processor
[Welcome to A to Z Table Concept]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Anyone can join this concept.
Age criteria above 8 years.
Total 18 hours class. Depends upon you how you manage these hours.
Feedback and customer services are provided.
Certificate will be allotted to the learners.

Training Processor
1. First of all you shall send money us through any mode [paytm, net banking by cheque or
by cash]. With all the required details of the candidate. You must receive the payment
receipt.
2. In the second step we shall send you the table book in PDF format. You have to make a
hard copy of it.
3. After completing all the formalities we shall send the first day clip.
4. If you do not know the table from 2 to 9 very well. We shall send you the practice clip to
learn table from 2 to 9. Without knowing the table from 2 to 9. You cannot join the
training.
5. In the table book page no. 2 to 10 are given for table learning from 2 to 9.
6. But if you know the table very well from (2 to 9) we shall send you the training clip from
page no. 11.
7. During the training we shall ask you for the test. You have to complete the test
processor with the help of your friend.
8. Similarly our training would be continued.

Terms & Conditions
1.
2.
3.
4.

Do not leave the training in mid otherwise you would be responsible for the results.
You have to follow our all instructions.
Payment will not be refund.
If you do not get the print our of book, we shall not provide you the training.

Benefits of Table (2 to 100)
1. It helps in Maths numerical.
2. Increases your speed of calculation during exams.
3. Increase your concentration level.

